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The nation’s capital, Washington, D.C., conjures many images in the public’s minds, perhaps most
notably in recent years “The Swamp”. In this vein, few images embody “The Swamp” more than the
revolving door.  The constant revolution between government service and advocating for powerful
special interests has invoked distrust and pessimism for many. Thus, each administration attempts
to erect barriers to demonstrate to the American public they are working to stop this door from
spinning.

Yet every administration also wants to attract the best and brightest minds in its ideological lane to
serve while it is in power. Sometimes the experience that allows the most skilled and talented
individuals to obtain those attributes also creates potential conflicts that can cause issues with
federal laws and efforts by administrations to slow the revolving door. Thus, the need for waivers
and other decisions that allow the best and brightest to enter public service.

It’s been more than nine months since Protect the Public’s Trust debuted our Ethics Waiver
Tracker. Through monitoring of the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) website, document
searches, and Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, we have been continually updating the
Waiver Tracker.

The experience has been revealing, in more ways than one. While one would think agencies would
be anxious to clear the air regarding the decisions regarding waivers, whether a result of
bureaucratic red tape or agency intransigence, obtaining the documents the agencies hold has not
been easy. This is true despite the fact that these public records are supposed to be readily
available outside the laborious process of a FOIA request, which can result in the release of
information well after the period of a waiver has expired. While the current administration touts
itself as the “most ethically vigorous administration in history,” in some areas the revolving door
seems to be spinning more quickly than ever. 

DIRECTOR'S  TAKE

https://protectpublicstrust.org/waiver-tracker/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2021/01/29/press-briefing-by-press-secretary-jen-psaki-january-29-2021/
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BLOTTING OUT THE SUN

In June 2021, PPT submitted FOIA requests to 19 agencies to obtain ethics waivers, impartiality
decisions, and other guidance issued to political appointees exempting them from ethics obligations
of federal law and the Biden Ethics Pledge.

Protect the Public’s Trust’s experience with the Department of Agriculture (USDA) is instructive. After
USDA responded to our request by stating they could find no responsive records, we contacted the
agency’s FOIA office. A pleasant conversation with a FOIA officer ensued in which we were able to
clarify a misunderstanding about the nature of documents sought. The official stated the agency would
prioritize a new search. 

Agency Status Hidden Waivers/Decisons

Department of Agriculture Appealed 3

Department of Commerce No responsive records 0

Department of Defense No responsive records 0

Department of Education Open 0

Department of Energy Open 4

Department of Health and Human Services Litigation 4

Department of Homeland Security Open 0

Department of Housing and Urban Development Complete 0

Department of Justice Open 3

Department of Labor No responsive records 0

Department of State Open 3

Department of the Interior Open 0

Department of Transportation Litigation 1

Department of Treasury Complete 0

Environmental Protection Agency Interim documents 0

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Open 1

Office of Government Ethics Interim Documents 0

Office of Management and Budget Open 0

Office of Personnel Management Complete 0

Total 19

FOIA-HIDDEN WAIVERS
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A few weeks later, we received responsive documents from the agency. The tranche of documents
contained the Ethics Agreements of several USDA appointees, as well as communications with ethics
officials. However, it was missing any records related to a waiver that was granted to Agriculture Secretary
Thomas Vilsack. We are certain of the existence of this waiver because it is referenced in Secretary
Vilsack’s Certification of Ethics Agreement Compliance (EA Cert). Nor were there any documents
related to an authorization granted to USDA Deputy Secretary Jewel Hairston Bronaugh, which is indicated
in her EA Cert. Since the time that USDA responded to the request, Under Secretary for Rural
Development Xochitl Torres Small has submitted an EA Cert revealing she has received an authorization
as well. (A full list of names with hidden waivers can be found on PPT's Ethics Waiver Tracker.)

While waivers to Executive Order 13989 (EO 13989 or the Biden Ethics Pledge) are posted to the Office of
Government Ethics (OGE) website, other types of waivers and impartiality decisions are not. These remain
within the agencies and are made public only via FOIA. 

At least seven agencies to which PPT submitted FOIA for waivers have either not responded to the FOIA or
have not provided the records related to waivers and authorizations that OGE records indicate exist. In
addition to our experience with USDA, the Departments of Energy, Health and Human Services (HHS),
Justice, State, and Transportation (DOT), and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission have not
provided any documents in response to our FOIA for these records, despite having officials who have EA
Certs available on the OGE website indicating they have received a waiver or impartiality decision.

Delays in providing documents can have profound effects on transparency. While restrictions under EO
13989 are generally in effect for two years, many of the limitations for which impartiality decisions are
required last for just one year. This means that the ethics restrictions the impartiality decisions grant
exemption from will no longer be in effect by the time the documents are provided. The American public
will not have been able to access these documents until after they are no longer active. While this may
seem like a minor matter since the EA Certs reveal the existence of the waiver or impartiality decision and
the entity to which it applies, key details regarding the extent, scope, and ethics officials’ justifications are
available only in the actual impartiality decision document. If the intent of FOIA is to provide sunshine, this
is certainly not being achieved by these agencies’ inability or unwillingness to provide records.

This fact is among the reasons PPT has taken action against the agencies that have officials who have
signed EA Certs indicating the receipt of waivers or impartiality decisions but have not provided
documents in response to our FOIA requests. In addition to the appeal with USDA, PPT recently filed a
FOIA lawsuit against HHS. According to EA Certs available on the OGE website, Secretary Xavier Becerra,
Assistant Secretary for Health Rachel Levine, Administrator for the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Chiquita Brooks-LaSure, and Assistant Secretary for Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Disorders Miriam Delphin-Rittmon have received waivers and/or impartiality decisions. Yet HHS has
provided no documents in response to our request.

Today, PPT is announcing it has filed another lawsuit regarding this group of FOIA. The latest suit is against
DOT, which has granted Secretary Pete Buttigieg an authorization, yet has provided no documents in
response to our FOIA request from June 2, 2021.

https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/99D7A088740E8831852586B0002C217F/$FILE/Vilsack%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/CAA948417C8994C38525870C002C1218/$FILE/Bronaugh%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/3AA18E639BB78DBB85258773002C1A7A/$FILE/Small%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://protectpublicstrust.org/waiver-tracker/
https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/Agency+Ethics+Pledge+Waivers+(EO+13989)
https://protectpublicstrust.org/press-releases/lack-of-transparency-by-hhs-forces-legal-action-by-ppt/
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/86422A5B4586686E852586FD002C1F9C/$FILE/Sec%20Becerra%20HHS%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/2BAC847C8F75B68585258704002C24C1/$FILE/Levine%20HHS%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/C2B8023FE3BE22658525873B002C2015/$FILE/Brooks-LaSure%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/2014627F4E3CD8928525875F002C1FF7/$FILE/Delphin-Rittmon%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
https://extapps2.oge.gov/201/Presiden.nsf/PAS+Index/9A25DCB2D941B6C8852586C7002C1071/$FILE/Buttigieg%20EA%20Certification%201%20of%201.pdf
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THE TREND OVER THE PAST  TWO
ADMINISTRATIONS

The Biden Administration came into office pledging to be “the most ethically vigorous administration
in history.” If it’s to be judged by waivers or the revolving door, the results are spotty at best.

Just over a year into its tenure, the 50 Biden Administration waivers and impartiality decisions we’ve
been able to discover are more than two-thirds of the 73 granted during the four years of the Trump
Administration. Totals from the Trump Administration were obtained via information from the OGE
website and a waiver tracking project operative during that time. (Recently, that project's website
indicated it had only collected data through October 2019).

The bulk of waivers and impartiality decisions granted during the Trump years were in just three
offices/agencies – the White House, including the Office of the Vice President, and the Departments of
Justice and State. More than 60 percent of Trump-era waivers and decisions were granted to officials
in these entities. By contrast, these account for a little over 20 percent in the Biden Administration so
far. 

While officials in the White House received 20 waivers and impartiality decisions during the Trump
Administration, just two have been awarded to this point in the current administration. Most of the
activity today has occurred in the agencies. While our available data only allows for a comparison
between the Trump Administration’s full first term with the nearly 14 months of the current
administration, 11 executive branch agencies have already exceeded their Trump-era levels. At HHS,
for instance, five waivers and impartiality decisions have been awarded so far during the Biden
Administration compared to just two in the Trump years. Six officials at Biden’s EPA have received
them, while just four did so during the preceding administration.

The broader trend is not positive. Among those agencies analyzed, only three agencies in the current
Administration have not granted a waiver, impartiality determination or other deviation from an
official’s standard ethics obligations. In four years under the previous Administration, eight agencies
handed out zero waivers. 

Put another way, 38% of analyzed federal agencies maintained full adherence to ethics obligations
during the Trump Administration. In the Biden Administration, that number has fallen to 14%. 

Even more disconcerting is the fact that this trend is happening at the agency level where the most
significant decisions of the federal government are typically made. The result has been senior
appointees working with their former employers, clients, and on otherwise prohibited matters at an
increasing rate. 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2021/01/29/press-briefing-by-press-secretary-jen-psaki-january-29-2021/
https://projects.propublica.org/trump-town/staffers/category/waiver?page=1
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Agency 2017-2020           2021-2022

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 1 0

Central Intelligence Agency 0 1

Department Homeland Security 0 2

Department of Agriculture 7 4

Department of Commerce 0 1

Department of Defense 3 0

Department of Energy 3 5

Department of Health and Human Services 2 5

Department of Justice 14 6

Department of State 10 3

Department of the Interior 0 3

Department of the Treasury 4 2

Department of Transportation 1 1

Environmental Protection Agency 4 6

Export-Import Bank 1 0

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 1 1

National Aeronautics and Space Administrator 0 2

National Credit Union Administration 0 1

Office of Management and Budget 2 2

Total 50

Office of Personnel Management 0 1

United States Agency for International Development 0 2

White House Office/Office of the VP 20 2

73
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